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ICONIC CLASSICS COLLECTION 
Bentley Iconic Classics are inspired by the timeless design and 
elegance of the Continental GT, voted one of the most iconic  
GT cars of the 21st century. Featuring a select range of luxury  
apparel and accessories for both men and women, Iconic Classics  
are exactly as their name suggests – impeccable examples of style  
and craftsmanship well beyond the world of fleeting fashion. 

Although subtly branded, each item is still highly distinctive, 
incorporating iconic Bentley features such as leather cross-stitching 
and our unmistakable matrix grille.
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Iconic Leather Jacket
Beluga.

ICONIC LEATHER JACKET
Created from supremely soft lamb nappa leather. Featuring Bentley detailing  
throughout, from the cut of the matrix grille lining reflecting the shape of a Bentley  
dashboard, to signature twinned joints and hanging loop that are cross-stitched  
by hand – in a similar way as our Bentley steering wheels. Bespoke Bentley zip pullers.
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Bentley Eyewear
Acetate & 18 ct Gold.

Iconic Ladies Leather Jacket
Left page - Dove Grey.
Right page - Beluga.
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Left - Acetate & Titanium.
Top right - Wood Veneer.
Bottom right - Acetate & 18 ct Gold.

Bentley Eyewear
Created to demonstrate the highest level of handcraft attainable 
in eyewear. Both lightweight and strong with Zeiss polarised 
lenses. Arms have been developed with attention to fine detail 
and a strong sculptural content. All signed off with an emblematic 
Bentley ‘B’ reminiscent of the car’s chrome finish. 

Ladies Poncho
Features iconic matrix grille knitted detail 
to the sides. Wide double tunnel collar. 
Wool and cashmere mix. Dove Grey.
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Shirt
Smart casual shirt in bespoke Bentley fabric with jacquard iconic 
matrix grille pattern. Darted seams for a slim fit. Features mother  
of pearl buttons and contrasting Bentley silver neck tape. 

Polo Shirt
Pure cotton polo shirt, luxuriously soft 
and silky to the touch. Signature Bentley 
cross-stitch detail to the shoulder area and 
bespoke bulls-eye vent buttons. Dove Grey.

Knitted Polo Shirt
Cotton and cashmere mix knitted polo 
shirt with signature Bentley cross-stitch 
detail to the shoulder area and bespoke 
bulls-eye vent buttons. Plum.
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BARNATO HANDBAG – LIMITED EDITION
Inspired by Diana Barnato, the first woman to break the sound barrier 
and daughter of Bentley Chairman Woolf Barnato. Our Limited Edition 
Barnato bag features its own unique identifying number and is exclusively 
lined in supremely soft plonge lamb leather with distinctive Bentley quilting. 
Complemented by a matching cosmetic pouch.

Barnato Handbag  
– Limited Edition
Burgundy. 

Bentley Eyewear
Wood Veneer.

Ladies Jumper
Dove Grey. 

Cashmere Scarf
Plum.

Ladies Cashmere Wrap
Blush.

From top to bottom

Barnato Handbag  
– Limited Edition
Portland. 

Bentley Eyewear
Acetate & 18 ct Gold.
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Barnato Handbag – Limited Edition
Left page - Portland and Burgundy.
This page - Saffron.

Ladies Bulls-Eye Necklace
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Ladies Cashmere Wrap
Pure cashmere jacquard woven wrap 
featuring our distinctive Bentley 
diamond quilting, inspired by our 
perforated leather detailing.

Top - Dove Grey. 
Bottom - Blush.

Cashmere Scarf
Pure cashmere jacquard woven scarf 
featuring our distinctive Bentley 
diamond quilting, inspired by our 
perforated leather detailing.

Left - Graphite. 
Right - Plum.

Ladies Cashmere Wrap
Blush.

Barnato Handbag  
– Limited Edition
Burgundy.
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Ladies Tunic
Classically elegant and simple, this piece is subtly styled 
with stepped collar and cuff detail. Pure silk, featuring 
mother of pearl buttons and Bentley emblem plaque. Blush.

Ladies Jumper
Features distinctive matrix grille knitted detail on the sleeves 
and side. Crew neck with raglan sleeves for the ultimate 
smart-casual look. Wool & cashmere mix. Dove Grey.

Continental Weekender
Dark Sapphire.

Blower Scarf 
Portrait print.

Ladies Silk Scarf
Blush & Plum.
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Ladies Silk Scarf
Pure silk with hand-rolled edges. 
Features an artistic representation 
of the Art Deco façade of the 
‘Home of Bentley’ in Crewe. 
Iconic matrix grille pattern border.

Group left - Blush & Plum.
Group centre - Navy & White.
Group right - Dove Grey & Rich Plum.
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Continental Handbag – Limited Edition
A flawless leather exterior opens to reveal refined 
interior detailing. Exclusively lined in lamb leather 
with distinctive quilting, a hallmark of Bentley design. 

Left page - Cumbrian Green.
This page - Dragon Red & Storm Grey.
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HERITAGE COLLECTION
Back in 1927, while competing in the 24-hour Le Mans race,  
Dr Dudley Benjafield and Sammy Davis won a spectacular victory  
for Bentley. It was the first of a hat trick of victories at Le Mans  
– 1927, 28 and 29. 

The Heritage Collection is a celebration of Bentley at Le Mans.  
Taking influence from the time, the track and the lifestyle, it 
draws from a vintage palette – but with fresh accents that deliver 
a modern twist. A collection of apparel and leather accessories, 
Heritage is a timeless tribute to a spirit of passion, performance 
and adventure.
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HERITAGE LEATHER JACKET 
Inspired by the styles of the Bentley Boys era and ideal for open top driving. 
Features internal and external pockets as well as a decorative straight fluting 
pattern to the shoulder area. Detachable wool collar.

Heritage Leather Jacket
Cognac.

Heritage Leather Holdall
Cognac.

Bentley Eyewear
Acetate & 18 ct Gold.
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Knitted Tie
Dark Sapphire.

Driving Gloves
Tan & Beluga.

Heritage Leather Holdall
Cognac.

Knitted Jumper
Light Grey.

Blower Scarf 
Portrait print.

Heritage Leather Holdall
Traditionally crafted with a modern edge, our Heritage holdall is crafted from 
soft cognac leather with a separate zipped compartment at the bottom. 
Features straight fluting pattern to the bottom compartment with a jacquard 
lining and Bentley Blower image. Cognac.

Mens and Ladies Driving Gloves
Made from the finest butter-soft leather.  
Close fitting with a keyhole back and perforated 
fingers to allow air to freely circulate. Bentley ‘B’ 
stud closure replicates our iconic wheel centres. 
Tan & Beluga.
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Birkin Spot Tie
A modern interpretation of Sir Henry ‘Tim’ Birkin’s 
trademark spotted scarf worn as he raced around 
the tracks of Europe during the 1920s. Pure Italian 
silk and double interior lined. Dark Sapphire.  

Knitted Jumper
Traditionally styled and highly versatile jumper. 
V-neck with contrast stripes and a raised 
Bentley emblem to the chest. Heritage No.9 
on sleeve. Light Grey.

Driving Gloves
Made from the finest butter-soft leather. Close 
fitting with a keyhole back and perforated fingers 
to allow air to freely circulate. Iconic Bentley ‘B’ 
stud to close. Beluga.

Wheel Spinner Cufflinks
Based upon W.O. Bentley’s 1930 8-litre 
masterpiece. Rhodium plated brass with 
straight T-bar fastenings.

Knitted Tie
Pure silk knitted tie with 
yellow decorative details. 
Dark Sapphire. 

Club Jacket
Dark Sapphire.

Knitted Tie
Dark Sapphire.
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Blower Scarves
An artistic representation of the iconic Le Mans-winning 
Bentley Blower. Pure cashmere and made in England.

Top and model - Portrait print. 
Bottom - Landscape print.

Ladies Knitted Jumper
Traditionally styled and highly versatile jumper. V-neck 
with contrast stripes and a raised Bentley emblem  
to the chest. Heritage No.9 on back. Light Grey.
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Ladies Birkin Spot Scarf
A modern interpretation of the 
iconic Sir Henry ‘Tim’ Birkin scarf. 
Extremely lightweight. Dark Sapphire.

Ladies Print T-Shirt
Features the Hon. Mrs Victor Bruce, 
world record holding Bentley driver, 
world record speedboat racer, and the 
first woman to fly around the world solo. 
Bentley emblem print to the neck. Grey.

Ladies Club Jacket
Contemporary quilted jacket with  
the iconic Bentley emblem to sleeve. 
Distinctive Bentley branded buttons. 
Two pockets to front and two inside. 
Dark Sapphire.

Ladies Longsleeve Polo Shirt
Featuring iconic raised Bentley 
emblem to chest, Union Flag on 
reverse and iconic No.9 on sleeve. 
Woven cuffs in contrast colour 
and woven button tab with Bentley 
branded buttons. Dark Sapphire.

Ladies Driving Gloves
Made from the finest butter-soft leather. 
Close fitting with a keyhole back and 
perforated fingers to allow air to freely 
circulate. Bentley ‘B’ stud closure replicates 
our iconic wheel centres. Beluga.
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Club Jacket
Contemporary quilted jacket with the 
iconic Bentley emblem to the sleeve. 
Distinctive Bentley branded buttons. 
Two pockets to front and two inside. 
Dark Sapphire.

Heritage Polo Shirt
Highly versatile, pure cotton polo shirt, 
with iconic raised Bentley emblem to 
the chest. Features Bentley No.9 heritage 
styling and Union Flag. Button tab with 
Bentley branded buttons. Dark Sapphire.

Longsleeve Print T-Shirt
Pure cotton shirt featuring our iconic 
Bentley Blower. Dark Sapphire.

Cashmere Scarf
Plum.

Crooked Handle Umbrella
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1:18 4.5 Litre Bentley Blower
Exquisitely modelled and finished. Authentic interior  
trim. Detailed engine compartment, free turning wheels,  
opening bonnet and doors. 

1:8 BENTLEY BLOWER
A stunning piece of motoring history. This is an exact replica of the 4.5 litre Bentley that  
first raced on the famous Brooklands track in 1929. Named after its signature front-mounted 
supercharger, the ‘Blower’ was able to reach a top speed of 137 mph. Created using 
state-of-the-art scanning technology, each replica is handmade using over 1000 resin 
and aluminium components and taking over 3000 hours to complete.
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Rugby Shirt
The spirit of performance runs throughout 
our pure cotton rugby shirts. Features our 
Bentley No.9 heritage styling, Union 
Flag and iconic raised Bentley emblem 
to the chest. Racing Green & White.

Bentley Blower Keyring
Inspired by the legendary Bentley Blower 
of 1929, driven by Sir Henry ‘Tim’ Birkin. 
Laser engraved with the Bentley emblem. 
Racing Green.

Print T-Shirt
Pure cotton shirt featuring our 
iconic Bentley Blower. White.

No.9 Keyring
Inspired by the 1929 Le Mans car driven by 
Bentley Boys Glen Kidston and Jack Dunfee. 
Embossed Bentley wings to the rear. 
Racing Green & Beluga.

No.9 Race Bag
Reminiscent of the Bentley racing team 
through the 20s and 30s. This genuine 
leather bag brings to life the passion and 
style of a golden era with a contemporary 
twist. Racing Green & Beluga.

No.9 Backpack
Inspired by our racing heritage and featuring our iconic  
Le Mans No.9. Diamond quilting on rear. Quick, easy 
opening via hidden magnets beneath buckles, it’s the 
perfect leather backpack for business or leisure. 
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Boys Print T-Shirt
Pure cotton children’s T-shirt 
with striking print of our 
iconic Bentley Blower.

Boys Rugby Shirt
Children’s version of our adult rugby 
shirt, featuring bold, eye-catching 
stripes plus Union Flag and iconic 
raised Bentley emblems.

BENTLEY HERITAGE RACER
Inspired by the legendary 4.5 litre Le Mans winning race car  
of 1927, the Heritage Racer celebrates Bentley's glorious history. 
Handmade, with leather-covered steering wheel and seat, this 
ride-on is pure Bentley. Age 2 years+.
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Boys Knitted Jumper
Traditional crew-neck jumper. 
Features contrast stripes and iconic 
raised Bentley emblem to the chest. 
Heritage No.9 on sleeve with red 
elbow patches. Light Grey.

Girls Dress
Pure cotton sleeveless dress 
featuring iconic raised Bentley 
emblem and red ribbon. 
Dark Sapphire & Light Grey.

Boys Polo Shirt
Children’s version of our popular 
polo shirt. Features Union Flag, 
Bentley emblem and heritage 
No.9 on sleeve. Dark Sapphire.
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BIRKIN TEDDY BEAR
Named after Sir Henry ‘Tim’ Birkin, baronet, racing driver and arguably 
the most famous of the ‘Bentley Boys’. Soft, cuddly and full of character.

Newborn Gift Set
Pure cotton two-piece set 
featuring No.9 styling.  
Light Grey & Dark Sapphire.
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BUSINESS COLLECTION

From the elegantly practical to the simply beautiful, the 
Bentley Business Collection introduces our uncompromising 
design into your working day. Whether it’s the touch of our 
Silver Bentayga gearshift cufflinks, or the sheer craftsmanship 
of a Bentley GT Series Tibaldi pen, each piece indicates a clear 
dedication to luxury and performance. 
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Bulls-Eye Cufflinks
Laser engraved with Bentley emblem.

Bulls-Eye Money Clip
Stylish yet understated.

Ladies Bulls-Eye Necklace
Elegantly contemporary and 
superbly versatile. Adjustable chain. 

Bulls-Eye Tie Clip
A signature touch that adds  
a further level of style to any tie.

Bulls-Eye Jewellery
Inspired by the iconic bulls-eye air vents from 
the Bentley interior cabin. Crafted in sterling 
silver with a striking contrast of black enamel.
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Soft Travel Bags
Combination of a traditional luggage case and a casual weekender in genuine  
calf leather. Unique ‘V’ shape inspired by design aspects of the Bentley Bentayga. 
Opens fully flat like a traditional case while retaining a casual, soft look when 
closed. Grip handles with integrated magnets for perfect coupling and carry-mode 
memory position. Small and large sizes available.

Crooked Handle Umbrella
Bespoke steel frame 
including a hand-stitched 
leather handle, piano black 
point, chrome tips, ferrule 
and tip cup. Distinctive 
Bentley matrix grille pattern 
on the underside.

Left page.

Bulls-Eye Cufflinks

Bulls-Eye Tie Clip

This page.

Diamond Quilting Tie
Graphite.
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Key Case
Designed for the Bentley Continental 
GT key. Features Bentley press stud 
and embossed Bentley wings emblem.

Wallet with Coin Case
Crafted in England, this wallet comes with three 
card pockets, a coin purse, two note pockets 
and four slip pockets. Includes embossed Bentley 
wings emblem as a final signature touch.

Diamond Quilting Tie
Inspired by our iconic Bentley Diamond 
quilting, this Italian silk tie features a double 
interior lining. Graphite or Burgundy.

Matrix Grille Tie
Inspired by our iconic Bentley matrix grille, this 
Italian silk tie features a double interior lining. 
Red & Light Blue or Blue & Light Blue. 

Knurling Cufflinks
Faithful replica of the Bentayga gearshift 
with distinctive knurling. Includes straight 
T-bar fastenings. Pure sterling silver 
enhanced with black enamel. 

From left to right.

Organ Stop Cufflinks
Faithful replica of the iconic Bentley 
organ stops. Rhodium plated brass.

Tail Lamp Cufflinks
Striking cufflinks depicting the iconic twin 
ellipses in the rear tail lamps. Rhodium 
plated brass enhanced with red enamel. 

Mini Wallet
Practical and stylish, this wallet comes complete 
with six credit card slots, two slip pockets and 
a note pocket. An embossed Bentley wings 
emblem adds a stylish finishing touch.

Business Card Holder
Comprising a large gusseted 
pocket and three slip pockets. 
Embossed Bentley wings emblem 
adds a refined sense of style.

From left to right.

Gear Stick Cufflinks
A replica of the iconic Bentley 
gearshift. Rhodium plated 
brass. Gunmetal enhanced 
with black enamel. 
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Matrix Grille Tie
Blue & Light Blue.

Knurling Cufflinks

Continental Briefcase
Contemporary design inspired  
by the iconic wing shape of the  
Bentley dashboard. Genuine calf  
leather exterior with soft nylon matrix 
grille lining and leather detailing inside. 
Two symmetrical zipped overlaid 
pockets wrap around to the sides,  
as well as compartments for laptop  
and documents. Burnt Oak.

Ladies Briefcase
Extreme elegance meets practicality 
– an ingenious blend of the Barnato 
handbag and briefcase. Iconic styling 
based on the wing shape of a Bentley 
dashboard in genuine calf leather. 
Matching leather cosmetic pouch and 
removable shoulder strap. Burnt Oak.

Ladies Tunic
Blush.

Ladies Silk Scarf 
Blush & Plum.
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Continental Weekender
Contemporary design based on the iconic wing shape of the Bentley 
dashboard. Genuine calf leather exterior opens to reveal our distinctive 
matrix grille lining and leather detailing. Signature cross-stitched 
handles and adjustable padded shoulder strap for comfort. Burnt Oak.

Continental Handbag
A flawless leather exterior opens to reveal refined 
interior detailing. Exclusively lined in lamb leather 
with distinctive quilting, a hallmark of Bentley design. 
Bentley knurling to metalwork. Burnt Oak.

Mini Continental Handbag
A smaller version of our full 
Continental Handbag. Burnt Oak.

Wallet
Genuine leather with twin stitch lines 
that reflect the iconic wing shape of the 
Bentley dashboard. Contrasting interior with 
embossed Bentley wings emblem. Burnt Oak.

Barnato Handbag
Inspired by Diana Barnato, the first woman to break  
the sound barrier and daughter of Bentley Chairman 
Woolf Barnato. Exclusively lined in supremely soft lamb 
leather with distinctive Bentley quilting. Burnt Oak.

Credit Card Holder
Twin stitch lines reflect the iconic wing shape of the 
dashboard. Crafted in genuine leather, opens to reveal a 
contrasting interior with embossed Bentley wings emblem. 
Holds 18 cards over two floating panels. Burnt Oak.
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Ladies Briefcase
Dark Sapphire.

Mini Continental Handbag
Dark Sapphire.

Continental Weekender
Dark Sapphire.

Continental Handbag
Integral, detachable cosmetic 
purse shown. Dark Sapphire.

From top to bottom. 

Blower Scarf 
Portrait print.

Right page.
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Wallet
Dark Sapphire.

Barnato Handbag
Dark Sapphire.

Ladies Maxi Wallet
Dark Sapphire.

Continental Briefcase
Dark Sapphire.

From left to right.

Credit Card Holder
Dark Sapphire.

Ladies Quilted Purses
Ready to complement any 
outfit, our purses feature our 
distinctively embossed quilted 
pattern – a signature feature 
of our interior cabin. 
Left - Zip purse.
Right - Envelope purse.

Ladies Business Card Holder
The perfect complement to 
our ladies purses. Bentley 
stylised ‘B’ stud. 
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TIBALDI FOR BENTLEY GT SERIES 
The culmination of a shared history of craftsmanship spanning over a century, the GT Series  
is brought to life by the artisans of Tibaldi. Crafted from brass and elegantly finished in rhodium, 
each piece reflects the unique mix of elegance and sporting intent of the Continental GT. 
Partial lacquering delivers a sophisticated layered texture to barrel, with a quartet of colours 
available for a style and performance that unmistakably captures the true spirit of Bentley. 
Each pen in the GT Series is available in Beluga, Silver Tempest, St. James Red and Silverlake Blue.

Left page:
 
GT Fountain Pen
Effortlessly smooth 18 ct 
solid gold nib. Silver Tempest 
and Silverlake Blue shown.

 

GT Ballpoint Pen
St. James Red, Silverlake Blue 
and Beluga shown. Replaceable  
cartridges available. 

Right page:

GT Rollerball
Beluga, Silver Tempest  
and St. James Red shown.  
Replaceable cartridges available. 
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Flying ‘B’ Paperweight
Inspired by the iconic Flying ‘B’ 
of the Bentley Mulsanne, this 
chrome plated paperweight 
adds more than a touch of style 
to your working day. 

Flying ‘B’ Letter Opener
Inspired by the iconic Flying ‘B’  
of the Bentley Mulsanne, 
complete with chrome finish. 

Desk Set
Elegant four-piece desk set in genuine 
car leather. Crafted in England. 
Writing mat, two A4 letter trays 
and stationery tray. Portland.
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HOME COLLECTION

Bring all the style and interior craftsmanship  
of Bentley into your home. 

From the distinctive wood and leather notes  
of our home scents, reminiscent of entering the  
cabin of a Bentley, to our exceptional marquetry  
and metalwork, the Home Collection extends  
the world of Bentley like never before.

The perfect way to make a statement in your 
living room, dining room or home office.
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Left page.

Naim for Bentley Mu-so Qb
300 watts of audio power and 
advanced connectivity, crafted 
into a 22 cm compact cube.

Right page.

Naim for Bentley Mu-so
Boasting 450 watts, 6 custom 
designed drivers and a powerful 
32-bit processor.

NAIM FOR BENTLEY
The extraordinary performance and heritage of nearly 100 years  
of Bentley applied to award-winning Naim engineering and design. 
Luxury materials, exquisite detailing and groundbreaking technology 
combine to create world-class wireless multi-room audio. Rich, effortless 
and room-filling, Naim allows high-resolution music streaming from 
virtually any source. Includes rotary control interface featuring Bentley’s 
signature knurling. In iconic Portland from the exclusive Bentley colour 
palette and featuring premium aluminium to match the Naim for Bentley 
cabin grilles, this is the perfect meeting of style and substance.
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Tergus 37
Rich and intense scent with distinctly 
sophisticated notes that evoke the 
interior cabin of a Bentley. Captures 
leather in layers of spice, with iris  
wood, vibrant saffron, black pepper, 
frankincense and precious woods.

Reed diffuser.
Large candle.
Small candle.

Nemus 11
Captivates with top notes of citrus 
and bergamot infused with eucalyptus, 
leading to a dry, distinctively woody heart 
which features cedarwood and vetiver.

Leather Inlay Photo Frames
Elegant and timeless design with an inlay of Portland leather 
– the same hide as used in the interior cabins of our cars. 
Stainless steel and silver plated.

10 x 8 inch.
7 x 5 inch.
6 x 4 inch.

Lalique for Bentley Flying ‘B’ Paperweight
An exquisite representation of timeless beauty, this modern 
Lalique masterpiece will add a true sense of style.
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Wooden Coasters
Set of 2. Walnut coasters with 
distinctive knurling pattern to 
the nickel plated rim.

Napkin Rings
Set of 2. Nickel plated rings featuring our 
distinctive knurling pattern. Laser engraved 
with the Bentley emblem on the inside. 

Wooden Placemat
Walnut placemat with distinctive 
knurling pattern to nickel plated 
metal on the side. 

Bottle Stopper
Inspired by our unmistakable Bentley gearshift, this 
bottle stopper features our distinctive Bentley knurling 
with a black enamel centre. Polished chrome finish. 

Cork Screw
Inspired by the distinctively styled door 
handle of the Bentley Mulsanne. A perfectly 
proportioned replica finished in polished chrome.
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BREITLING FOR BENTLEY DESK CLOCK
A luxurious and elegant Swiss timepiece 
embodying the relationship between 
Breitling and Bentley. Distinguished by an 
original and refined design, enhanced by 
meticulous production and flawless finishing. 
Encased within the finest veneers and 
surrounded by Bentley’s famous knurling.

Breitling for Bentley Desk Clock
Left and top - Walnut.
Bottom - Piano Black.

Knurling Photo Frames
Silver plated with our distinctive 
decorative knurling to the edge.

7 x 5 inch.
6 x 4 inch.
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Equestrian Blanket
Modern, contemporary design  
to complement every home.  
Jacquard Bentley wording. 

Wings Emblem Blanket
Pure lambswool blanket featuring  
iconic Bentley matrix grille pattern  
and jacquard woven Bentley emblem.

From left to right:

Equestrian Picnic Blanket
Modern contemporary design  
with waterproof backing.  
Jacquard Bentley wording. 
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Le Mans Speed 8 Sculpture
A celebration of the Bentley Boys returning to 
Le Mans with a memorable 1st and 2nd place 
in 2003. Pure bronze on a black granite plinth. 

Bentley Blower Sculpture
Timeless sculpture of legendary Bentley Boy  
Sir Henry ‘Tim’ Birkin at the wheel of his Bentley 
Blower during the French Grand Prix in 1930.  
Pure bronze on a black granite plinth. 

GT3-R Sculpture
Simply the most uncompromising and
focused road car Bentley has ever produced. 
Pure bronze on a black granite plinth. 
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COLOUR COLLECTION

Comprising clothing and accessories, The Bentley Colour Collection draws its 
influence from Bentley’s extensive colour palette, contrasted by accents that 
add an invigorating touch. This year sees the addition of a new colour combination 
– Kingfisher Blue and Dragon Red. In addition, we have retained our signature 
colour of Portland and also added Beluga – the ultimate neutral for contrast.
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Matrix Grille Mug
Expertly colour matched to some 
of the most popular paint choices 
from the Bentley palette. 

Travel Tray
Ingenious and stylish, these leather trays are 
perfect for storing small important items. 
Popper fastened corners ensure quick assembly 
and easy stowing when travelling. 

Light Down Jacket
Endlessly adaptable for any season 
or style. Sports our iconic Bentley 
emblem to the sleeve.

Ladies Polo Shirt
Iconic raised Bentley emblem to the chest. 
Short button tab with Bentley branded 
button on sleeve. Signature matrix grille 
details on split hem.

Luggage Tag
Leather tag embossed with  
the iconic Bentley wings emblem. 
Adjustable strap with chrome 
buckle finish, engraved with  
the Bentley name. 

2-in-1 Lanyard
Born from performance, this 
lanyard and keyring features the 
iconic stylised ‘B’ found within our 
wheel centres and laser engraved 
Bentley name. Distinctive matrix 
grille print.

Wings Keyring
Leather fob featuring an iconic 
metal Bentley wings emblem.

Polo Shirt
Pure pique cotton shirt with 
iconic raised Bentley emblem 
to the chest. Button tab with 
Bentley emblazoned buttons. 

Ballpen
Highly distinctive design inspired 
by the matrix grille mesh of our 
cars. Influenced by tones from the 
Bentley palette. Crafted in brass 
and aluminium. 

DRAGON RED

Travel Pouch
Superbly versatile leather pouch. 
Built for performance, it includes 
a long zipper for convenient 
opening and waterproof lining. 
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Baseball Cap
Our adjustable cotton caps feature 
signature Bentley touches, including 
our iconic raised Bentley emblem 
to the front and buckle.

Bentley Ride-On Car
Inspired by the Continental GT. 
Fully functional steering wheel, horn 
and a selection of different music. 
Storage space below seat. 
Complete with backrest and rear 
anti-topple feature. 

Notebook
Soft touch cover featuring an 
embossed Bentley emblem. 
Bentley’s distinctive matrix 
grille print to front and rear. 
Perforated A5 pages for 
easy removal. 

Childrens Polo Shirt
These pure cotton shirts display  
a dedication to Bentley’s unique  
blend of luxury and performance  
from the earliest years.
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Matrix Grille Mug
Expertly colour matched to some of the most 
popular paint choices from the Bentley palette.

Travel Tray
Ingenious and stylish, these leather trays are 
perfect for storing small important items. 
Popper fastened corners ensure quick assembly 
and easy stowing when travelling. 

Bentley Ride-On Car
Inspired by the Continental GT. Fully functional 
steering wheel, horn and a selection of different 
music. Storage space below seat. Complete with 
backrest and rear anti-topple feature.Notebook

Soft touch cover featuring an embossed 
Bentley emblem. Bentley’s distinctive matrix 
grille print to front and rear. Perforated A5 
pages for easy removal. 

Wings Keyring
Leather fob featuring an iconic  
metal Bentley wings emblem.

Baseball Cap
Our adjustable cotton caps feature signature 
Bentley touches, including our iconic raised 
Bentley emblem to the front and buckle.

2-in-1 Lanyard
Born from performance, this lanyard  
and keyring features the iconic stylised ‘B’ 
found within our wheel centres and laser 
engraved Bentley name. Distinctive matrix 
grille print.

Luggage Tag
Leather tag embossed with the iconic 
Bentley wings emblem. Adjustable strap 
with chrome buckle finish, engraved with  
the Bentley name. 

KINGFISHER BLUE
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Ladies Light Down Jacket
Endlessly adaptable for any season 
or style. Sports our iconic Bentley 
emblem to the upper sleeve.

Polo Shirt
Pure pique cotton shirt with iconic raised 
Bentley emblem to the chest. Button tab 
with Bentley emblazoned buttons. 

Travel Pouch
Superbly versatile leather pouch. 
Built for performance, it includes 
a long zipper for convenient 
opening and waterproof lining. 

Ballpen
Highly distinctive design inspired 
by the matrix grille mesh of our cars. 
Influenced by tones from the 
Bentley palette. Crafted in brass 
and aluminium. 

Ladies Polo Shirt
Iconic raised Bentley emblem to the chest. 
Short button tab with Bentley branded 
button on sleeve. Signature matrix grille 
details on split hem.
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BELUGA

Travel Pouch
Superbly versatile leather pouch. 
Built for performance, it includes 
a long zipper for convenient 
opening and waterproof lining. 

Notebook
Soft touch cover featuring an embossed 
Bentley emblem. Bentley’s distinctive 
matrix grille print to front and rear. 
Perforated A5 pages for easy removal. 

Wings Keyring
Leather fob featuring an iconic 
metal Bentley wings emblem.

Light Down Jacket
Endlessly adaptable for 
any season or style. 
Sports our iconic Bentley 
emblem to the upper sleeve.

Travel Tray
Ingenious and stylish, these 
leather trays are perfect for 
storing small important items. 
Popper fastened corners 
ensure quick assembly and 
easy stowing when travelling. 

Golf Umbrella
Premium weight Beluga 
canopy with distinctive 
silver Bentley emblem 
printed on one panel. 
Bentley soft touch rubber 
handle and gun metal 
press stud. 

Matrix Grille Compact Umbrella
Durable and stylish. A timeless 
matrix grille pattern on a single 
ply fabric is supported by FARE® 
FlexBar ‘windproof’ design, 
automatic open/close mechanism 
and Bentley stylised ‘B’ press 
stud for effortless convenience.
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Polo Shirt
Pure pique cotton shirt with 
iconic raised Bentley emblem 
to the chest. Button tab with 
Bentley emblazoned buttons. 

Ladies Light Down Jacket
Endlessly adaptable for any season  
or style. Sports our iconic Bentley 
emblem to the upper sleeve.

Luggage Tag
Leather tag embossed with the iconic 
Bentley wings emblem. Adjustable strap 
with chrome buckle finish, engraved with  
the Bentley name. 

Ballpen
Highly distinctive design inspired by the matrix 
grille mesh of our cars. Influenced by tones 
from the Bentley palette. Crafted in brass 
and aluminium. 

Ladies Polo Shirt
Iconic raised Bentley emblem to the chest. 
Short button tab with Bentley branded 
button on sleeve. Signature matrix grille 
details on split hem.

2-in-1 Lanyard
Born from performance, this lanyard and keyring 
features the iconic stylised ‘B’ found within our 
wheel centres and laser engraved Bentley name. 
Distinctive matrix grille print. Highland Hare.

Technical Baseball Cap
Unique Flexfit patented cap includes 
signature matrix grille print on lower shield 
and a tonal emblem print to the front.
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Luggage Tag
Leather tag embossed with the iconic 
Bentley wings emblem. Adjustable 
strap with chrome buckle finish, 
engraved with the Bentley name. 

Wings Keyring
Leather fob featuring an iconic 
metal Bentley wings emblem.

Baseball Cap
Our adjustable cotton caps feature 
signature Bentley touches, including 
our iconic raised Bentley emblem  
to the front and buckle.

Travel Tray
Ingenious and stylish, these leather 
trays are perfect for storing small 
important items. Popper fastened 
corners ensure quick assembly and 
easy stowing when travelling. 

2-in-1 Lanyard
Born from performance, this 
lanyard and keyring features the 
iconic stylised ‘B’ found within our 
wheel centres and laser engraved 
Bentley name. Distinctive matrix 
grille print. 

Matrix Grille Mug
Expertly colour matched to some 
of the most popular hide choices 
from the Bentley palette. 

Travel Pouch
Superbly versatile leather pouch. 
Built for performance, it includes 
a long zipper for convenient 
opening and waterproof lining. 

PORTLAND
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Polo Shirt
Pure pique cotton shirt with 
iconic raised Bentley emblem 
to the chest. Button tab with 
Bentley emblazoned buttons. 

Ladies Polo Shirt
Iconic raised Bentley emblem to the chest. 
Short button tab with Bentley branded 
button on sleeve. Signature matrix grille 
details on split hem.

Ballpen
Highly distinctive design inspired 
by the matrix grille mesh of 
our cars. Influenced by tones 
from the Bentley palette. 
Crafted in brass and aluminium. 

Baseball Cap
Our adjustable cotton caps 
feature signature Bentley touches, 
including our iconic raised Bentley 
emblem to the front and buckle.

Notebook
Soft touch cover featuring an embossed 
Bentley emblem. Bentley’s distinctive 
matrix grille print to front and rear. 
Perforated A5 pages for easy removal. 

Matrix Grille Mug
Depicting the iconic matrix 
grille, with Living Green 
contrast to the rim.

1:12 Supersports Remote Control Car
Give your junior driver the chance to hit 
the bends like the real thing.

WHITE & LIVING GREEN
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FRAGRANCE COLLECTION

A range of day and night fragrances that captures  
and embodies the spirit of Bentley. 

Bentley Fragrances’ olfactive signatures inspire the most 
seasoned perfume lovers. Created by renowned perfumers 
from the French perfume houses Nathalie Lorson, 
Mylène Alran and Mathilde Bijaoui, they have succeeded 
in developing fragrances with unprecedented facets. 

Lalique for Bentley - White Crystal Edition
Eau de parfum. 
40 ml crystal base, with 100 ml refill bottle.

LALIQUE FOR BENTLEY - WHITE CRYSTAL EDITION
A masterpiece of fine crystal, precious perfume and luxurious 
design. Inspired by the legendary car mascots of Rene Lalique 
in the 1920s, ‘Lalique for Bentley - White Crystal Edition’ 
is the first ever crystal perfume flacon designed for Bentley. 
Crafted from gleaming crystal and exquisitely finished, 
enclosing a fragrance composed by Mylène Alran from  
the French perfume house Robertet. Mylène Alran has taken  
the opportunity to lavishly use the most precious essences  
in the world to express the perfume’s uniqueness and worth.  
Both the fragrance and the highly exclusive bottle are  
destined to be a modern classic. 
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Bentley for Men
Hair & Body Shampoo - 200 ml.

Bentley for Men
Eau de Toilette.
60 ml.
100 ml.

Inspired by the finest leather and exquisite 
woods, Bentley’s original fragrance captures the 
quintessence of the legendary Bentley brand for 
a superb and unmistakable experience.

Bentley for Men Intense blends the fullness of African geranium with the 
elegant, aromatic accompaniment of patchouli. This lends the composition 
depth to offer a long-lasting, truly intense and daring fragrance.

Bentley for Men Intense
Eau de Parfum.
100 ml.
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An exclusive edition, Bentley for Men Azure makes an immediate 
impact with a contemporary burst of freshness. An invigorating, 
stimulating cocktail of fresh citrus, delicious fruity pineapple and 
the wonderful herbaceous aroma of violet leaves immediately 
transports you into fresh fields of blue.

Bentley for Men Azure
Eau de Toilette.
60 ml.
100 ml.

Bentley for Men Azure
Hair & Body Shampoo - 200 ml.

Infinite Rush has been designed for men who wish to push the boundaries. 
Freshness from the top notes of mandarin and rosemary evokes a rush 
of adrenaline, followed by a cocktail of spices to electrify the senses. 
Together they conjure up Bentley’s characteristic universe of luxury, 
refinement and warmth.

Bentley Infinite Rush
Eau de Toilette.
60 ml. 
100 ml.
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The legendary luxury feel of our cars has been captured 
in the Bentley Infinite fragrance. It embodies a desire for 
genuine freedom and individuality through its exciting 
succession of scents: natural, fresh, citrus top notes combine 
with the green, aromatic hints of lavender and cedar.

The Intense version of Bentley Infinite 
is a truly individual scent. Top notes of 
geranium bourbon blended with aromas 
of nutmeg, siam benzoin, vetiver from Haiti 
and Moroccan cedarwood offers an even 
longer-lasting, unique fragrance experience.

Bentley Infinite
Hair & Body Shampoo - 200 ml.

Bentley Infinite
Eau de Toilette.
60 ml.
100 ml.

Bentley Infinite Intense
Eau de Parfum.
100 ml.
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BESPOKE COLLECTION

Every piece in our Collection features the exceptional design and quality 
you’d expect from Bentley. But we understand sometimes you’d like 
to add your own finishing touches too. 

Whether it’s commissioning Bentayga fitted luggage to the same interior hide 
as your vehicle, matching that very same colour to your leather office desk 
set, or creating your child’s dream Bentley Blower with colour, seat and grille 
number of their choice – we’ll make your perfect bespoke piece possible. 

Bespoke products are made to order, please contact your Authorised Bentley 
Retailer to confirm details and lead times.
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BESPOKE BLOWER RIDE-ON
Inspired by the iconic 1920s Bentley Blower, it takes over  
60 hours to hand-make each of these unique ride-ons. 

Bespoke options allow you to choose your body colour  
from Sequin Blue, Continental Yellow, Glacier White, Onyx,  
St. James Red, and of course British Racing Green. 

You can also select a front grille number from 0 to 99, and  
have any name or the Bentley emblem embroidered onto 
the leather seat with stitching that matches the hide or your 
chosen body colour.
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Bespoke Desk Set
Elegant four-piece leather desk set, comprising of two letter trays, 
stationery tray and writing mat. For that unique touch, this item 
is available for commission – allowing you to match your desk set 
to the same interior hides of your vehicle.
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Mulsanne Fitted Luggage
Commission your own luggage to match the primary or 
secondary hide within your Mulsanne or Mulsanne Speed. 
A set of 6 cases, they are specially designed for the 
Mulsanne luggage compartment and take approximately 
125-135 hours to craft by hand. Option to engrave with 
sterling silver plaque. Available in all interior car hide 
colours for a truly personal match. 

Left page and top left - Mulsanne Speed.
Bottom and top right - Mulsanne.
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Bentayga Fitted Luggage
Commission your own set of 4 luggage cases in the same interior hide 
as your Bentayga. A combination of a traditional luggage case and a 
casual weekender, each opens up fully flat like a traditional case while 
retaining a casual soft look when closed. Grip handles with integrated 
magnets for perfect coupling and carry-mode memory position. 
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BENTLEY

Inspired by the cars that adorn both the racetrack and the  
road, we’ve developed a range of models, games and pastimes 
for true Bentley enthusiasts. Our Bentley scale replicas are 
designed for aficionados the world over. Limited Edition, 
and available in a choice of scale sizes, our Bentley Collection 
now includes three new models – the Mulsanne Speed, 
Continental GT V8 S and the Bentayga.

To ensure the authenticity of each model, our Bentley 
design team manage the whole development process. 
Supported throughout by our Colour and Trim team, 
each model is finished with precision-matched Bentley 
hues, along with realistic paint reproduction of our 
leather and veneer finishes.

Keep abreast of new additions, colours and Limited Edition 
models at www.bentleycollection.com and please remember  
that Limited Editions are only available for short periods  
and offered on a first-come first-served basis.

The Bentley Bentayga
Imposing and supremely capable, the Bentayga has been 
crafted to open up a realm of luxury and performance never 
before seen in sports utility vehicles. Quite simply, it is the 
fastest, most luxurious SUV in the world.
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Bentayga 1:43
Die cast model of the world’s finest 
luxury sports utility vehicle. 2016 
model year. Dark Sapphire with 
Newmarket Tan & Linen interior. 

Bentayga 1:18
Die cast model of the world’s finest luxury 
sports utility vehicle in Orange Flame. 2016 
model year. Bonnet, boot and doors open to 
reveal the Newmarket Tan & Linen interior. 

Bentayga 1:43
Die cast model of the world’s 
finest luxury sports utility vehicle. 
2016 model year. Glacier White 
with Fire Glow interior. 
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The Bentley Continental GT
No other car on the road exemplifies the spirit of life’s 
grand tour more than the Bentley Continental GT. 
It is renowned the world over for being refined 
and thrilling in equal measure. Supercar speeds 
meet handcrafted luxury.

Continental GT V8 S 1:18
Limited Edition of 250 individually numbered resin scale models. 
Jetstream with Imperial Blue & Linen interior, complete with  
an acrylic case cover for added protection. Model year 2016. 
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Continental GT 1:43 
Die cast in Liquid Mercury with Burnt Oak & Portland 
interior. Exceptional detail includes diamond turned 
21" wheels, chrome matrix grilles and interior 
instrument numerals. 2010 model year. 

GT Convertible 1:43
Die cast model in Breeze with Porpoise & Breeze interior. 
Highlights include the Tamo-Ash interior veneer, faithful 
instrument graphics with Bentley emblem to the head 
rests and console stowage case. 2011 model year. 

Continental GT 1:18 
Superbly detailed die cast model in Thunder, with Portland interior. 
Features 21" split-rim wheels with diamond turned rim. Bonnet and boot 
lid open as well as all four doors to reveal exceptional finishing, including 
distinctive quilted seats and door inserts. 2010 model year. 

Mulsanne Speed 1:43
Finished with the exact specification as the launch car of the 2016 
Geneva Motor Show. The ultimate expression of luxury and performance 
perfectly produced in resin with a Julep exterior and Beluga interior.
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Bentley Motorsport
Bentley has a sporting heritage that spans the decades. In 2016 alone 
we will contest more than 90 top-level GT races around the world. 
A celebration of racing and our commitment to performance, every car 
has been crafted to capture the exhilaration of motorsport.

GT3 2013 Gulf Car 12 Hour 1:43
Resin scale model of the Continental 
GT3 – the car that launched Bentley 
back into motorsport in 2013. 
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Speed 8 #7 Resin 1:18 
The car that raced to victory in Bentley’s thrilling 
return to Le Mans in 2003. Extraordinary attention 
to detail, including communications antennae, 
carbon detailing and authentic interior. 
Limited to 1000 pieces. 

GT3-R 2015 1:43
Special edition resin scale model of the road version  
of the formidable GT3 race car. Limited to just  
300 pieces – to mirror the same number of cars  
that were actually produced. 



1:43 CONTINENTAL GT3 2016  
BATHURST  FEBRUARY 2016 + BREAK PAD
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The Continental GT3 2016 Bathust
The car that revealed Bentley’s new racing livery to the world – in one of the 
world’s most enduring races. The Bathurst 12 hour race brought Bentley 
a podium place and a distinctive design that takes its cues from the Union Flag.

CONTINENTAL GT3 2016 1:43
An exclusive opportunity to own a genuine part from one of our Bentley Continental GT3 
race cars, and a unique moment in time. Choose the car number and race from which the 
brake pad or disc is taken. This keepsake comes mounted on a base alongside a faithful scale 
reproduction of the car itself, a protective acrylic case and Certificate of Authenticity.

Continental GT3 2016 1:43
Limited Edition of 150 individually 
numbered resin scale models that capture 
the beauty of the 2016 GT3 Bathurst.
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Speed Six Blue Train 1:43
Replica of the famous 1930s car used by  
Captain Woolf Barnato to race, and beat, the  
Blue Train from the Côte d’Azur to Calais. Exact, 
even down to the number of rivets on the bonnet.

S1 Flying Spur 1:43
Created by H.J. Mulliner, this was the first four-door 
style approved for the Continental chassis way back 
in 1958. Based on the rare four-light design, this 
tribute is finished in black with grey interior and Burr. 

EXP 10 Speed 6 Concept Car 1:43 
Limited Edition resin model of the 
Speed 6 launched at the Geneva 
Motor Show in 2015. Verdant Green.
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FLYING SPUR IMAGE TO BE  
SUPPLIED BY BENTLEY

The Bentley Flying Spur
Even among other luxury cars the Flying Spur is extraordinary. 
Sharp but sophisticated. Muscular yet elegant. Those who 
appreciate the finer details consider it the ultimate expression 
of craftsmanship and design.

Flying Spur Silver Plated 1:43
Special Edition, silver plated with 
Imperial Blue interior. A true 
celebration of the second generation 
Flying Spur 2013 model year. 

Flying Spur 1:18
Damson with Damson & 
Linen interior. Doors, bonnet 
and boot open to reveal an 
exceptionally detailed interior. 
2013 model year. 

Flying Spur 1:43 
Dark Sapphire with Imperial Blue  
& Portland interior. Superb detailing 
includes 21" wheels, picnic tables 
and rear screen entertainment 
packs fitted to the straight-fluted, 
sculptured seats. 2013 model year. 

Flying Spur W12 1:43
Superbly detailed die cast model in 
Pale Brodgar with Beluga & Portland 
interior. Features 21" wheels and 
distinctive bright-ware features 
picked out in fine detail.  
2013 model year. 
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Bentley Ravensburger Memory Game
The extraordinary made unforgettable. 36 pairs of high quality 
Memory® picture cards featuring Bentleys both past and present. 
A classic family game you can vary to suit any age. 

Bentley Ravensburger Puzzle
Recreate the moment when our newly liveried GT3  
burst back on the scene at the 12 Hours of Bathurst.  
300 pieces. 49 x 36 cm when assembled. Age 9 years+.

SIZING INFORMATION
MENS INDEX

SIZE INT. BUST/CHEST HIPS

 CM CM

S 96 94

M 102 100

L 108 106

XL 114 114

XXL 122 122

LADIES INDEX

SIZE INT. BUST/CHEST WAIST HIPS

 CM CM CM

XS 86 63 90

S 92 66 96

M 98 72 102

L 104 78 108

XL 110 85 114

CHILDRENS INDEX

SIZE INT. BUST/CHEST HIPS BODY HEIGHT

 CM CM CM

3–4 YEARS/104 58 54 104

4–5 YEARS/110 60 56 110

5–6 YEARS/116 62 57 116

6–7 YEARS/122 64 58 122

7–8 YEARS/128 66 60 128

The products in this brochure may be subject to further development and specifications may change.
For the latest information please go to www.bentleycollection.com



For more information, contact your local Bentley representative or visit www.bentleycollection.com 

Bentley Motors Limited, Pyms Lane, Crewe, Cheshire, CW1 3PL, England. www.bentleymotors.com 

The products including their fabrics and colours are subject to change without notice. Your Bentley Retailer will always have the latest information. 

The name ‘Bentley’ and the ‘B’ wings design are registered trademarks of Bentley Motors Limited. 
Bentley Motors Limited acknowledges the rights of third parties in other trademarks. © 2016 Bentley Motors Limited. Printed in England.




